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Too determined to be defeated
this is a bail-out

Finally! An Anti-Rape Campaign That Isn’t Victim Blame-

DHS - We’re Watching You!

An Anti-Rape Campaign That Isn’t Victim Blame-

Audacious crime family from Portland gets federal comeuppance for armored car heists

Micro-chipping - MK-Ultra - Unethical Experiments - Effects of PCP!!

Are These Beheadings the Beginning of Revelation 20:4?

Lebanese politician: Syria militants, Israel join forces to destroy Mideast, eliminating Christians!
Dying veteran to Bush, Cheney: Day of Reckoning is coming
Posted by Sweettina2 on March 21, 2013 at 2:08am

New Yorkers now being given $500 rewards if they report gun owners to law enforcement
Posted by Sweettina2 on March 21, 2013 at 1:22am

Democrats abandon proposed assault weapons ban
Posted by Daniel Nielsen on March 20, 2013 at 7:02pm

Soda kills 180,000 people a year
Posted by Daniel Nielsen on March 20, 2013 at 6:54pm

US Leaders Special Relationship Must Be With We The American People! Not Israel!
Posted by margaret on March 20, 2013 at 1:04pm

ADMIN'S BLOG

TSA Tested, Scraped Program that Tracked Bluetooth Devices
Jack Blood and BBC Investigative Reporter / Best Selling Author - GREG PALAST

VIDEO: Feds Swarm Metra Train After Detecting Nuclear Risk Sunday, March 17, 2013 5:01 AM CBS
Federal agents investigated a possible nuclear threat at Chicago's Ogilvie Transportation Center.

4th Bank Failure For 2013
High Speed Frequency...
The Droning of America
Boy Stops Murder Plot With Gun; National Media Ignores Story

Venezuela Election 2013: Hugo Chavez's Replacement To Be Decided On April 14

8 Chicago school buses stolen, shredded into 'two-story pile of scrap'

86-year-old with Parkinson's disease and dementia voted twice, faces felony charge

$1 million worth of marijuana found on Vandenberg Air Force Base

UK Man dies from lung cancer after string of doctors dismissed symptoms as 'anxiety and depression'

Dr Doom Roubini sees market correction in 2nd half of 2013

Fitch downgrades Italy to BBB plus

5 cities where houses are still cheap - Buyers can still find plenty of deals in distressed properties

Jobs numbers are far worse than they look - Millions who want full-time work can't get it

Feinstein: All Vets Are Mentally Ill and The Gover. Should Prevent Gun Ownership

Army suspends tuition assistance program for troops

China central-bank chief warns on money supply

American Academy of Pediatrics OPPOSES BAN ON THIMEROSAL-HG IN VACCINES
Twitter updates from 12160info / 12160mhz.
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Watch free, streaming, online documentary films movies. Collection full-length
http://t.co/vc7BzVyLJB from 12160
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12160mhz: RT @12160info: Woody Harrelson 'Ethos' - Epic Documentary! - Time to Unslave Humanity:
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12160mhz: RT @12160info: Storyville
Now Markets Changed...
Monday, March 04, 2013 4:27 PM

http://t.co/Qw3g0VwZyU

12160mhz: Light hearted and funny - http://t.co/6fln2q3LtN
http://t.co/cCs7mKT7Qm
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12160mhz: BREAKING: One civilian killed, over 400 injured in Port Said clashes
http://t.co/RVziT5UdCX
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12160mhz: Obama gives Chinese government access to millions of barrels of Keystone XL and Gulf reserve oil.
http://t.co/oiM2GtVv9P
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12160mhz: Gay sex rings, 'The Filth' corrupting the Vatican...and why the Pope REALLY quit
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Our back up
http://12160.org/